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Yerucham Reich

A hollow tooth.
A hollowed out belt.

Where do you hide some small thing that may stand 
between you, and your death, or  the death of your family? 
Something you absolutely cannot afford to lose, or to have 
stolen from you? 

How do you get by, how do you keep body and soul 
together, when, even if no one is actively trying to murder 
you, it’s almost impossible to keep from starving or from 
succumbing to typhus or a myriad of other such diseases? 

How, when all private commerce, any attempt to buy, sell 
or trade, is a high crime, punishable by years of slave labor, a 
virtual death sentence, and without such activity, there cannot  
be enough food, does one keep one’s family alive? 

What if honestly buying some commodity, such a bolt of 
cloth,  results in a ten year sentence as a capitalist speculator, 
so if caught, you have to say you stole it, because theft will 
only get you a five year sentence?

And  what if, while trying to cope with all this, one can 
barely speak the local language, in a foreign country? 

At what point, how utterly desperate would  you have 
to be, to part with the last vestige of a safety net, that little 
diamond held as a last resort, hidden in a hollow tooth, or that 
U.S. Twenty Dollar bill, payable in gold, hidden in a hollowed 
belt, when you had had much but could carry with you very 
little, as you fled the German onslaught, keeping barely a day 
ahead of them? 

And what if you’re afraid? But you see around you those 
who cannot cope, lying bloated with hunger in the streets? 
What if you have elderly family members, or little children, 
who cannot possibly survive without your efforts?

You do what you have to do. You get hold, somehow, of 
some small commodity, and trade with someone who needs it, 
for something somebody else needs, and hope, somehow, that 
you will survive the process and perhaps turn a small profit, 
that will allow you to continue. And so, day after day, for an 
eternity. Perhaps you will get hold of some dried  leaves that 
some people smoke because  there is no actual tobacco to 
be had, something vile called makhorke , that a soldier in a 
passing troop train might trade for an extra army- issue shirt 
he is carrying, that is a  rich return on investment, and might 
feed the family for a week. Or might result in disappearing into 
the Gulag.  Or the soldier might trade an extra pair of pants 
he is carrying for a piece of smoked fatback, a commodity 
that might then be sold for rubles to send to starving elderly  
parents in another province. 

And so, if one is blessed, one survives. The war over, 

they must now smuggle themselves out of there. From Asia 
to Europe. From Russia to Poland. From Poland to Soviet-
occupied Germany. From Soviet-occupied Germany to 
the Soviet Sector of Berlin. From the Soviet Sector to the 
American Sector. And there, in the DP camp,  to hope, and 
to wait. 

Every passage, every step, expensive as it is illegal and  
dangerous. Everything dependent on the ability to handle, 
to trade, to painstakingly parlay every possible item into 
something else that makes life possible. 

Over the years, A has been painstakingly traded for B, B 
for C, C for D and E, D and E for ............ over and over again. 
And now, as the end approaches, as the visa has finally been 
approved, what does one do with the pitiful few Deutschmarks 
one has accumulated? How do you parlay that into something 
of value that one can transport to the new land? Perhaps to 
trade again? 

You look, naturally, for the best trade, the best deal you 
can get in portable “wealth”. Miraculously, you still have the 
little diamond, the last resort,  hidden in the hollow tooth. You 
still have that Twenty Dollar bill in hidden that same, hollowed 
out belt.  And with the bit of currency you have accumulated, 
with the net result of that long, tortured pathway, you find 
someone, perhaps a defeated German desperate for some cash, 
willing to part with a gold watch at an advantageous price.

What is the story of that beautiful gold stopwatch, that 
“stoppuhr” , in the accursed language, that you managed, 
along with the shirt on your back, to bring to America? Is it 
that German’s family heirloom? Or was it a different family 
family’s heirloom, taken from a Jew before murdering him? 
Who can know? 

Who can know? We can’t even know, but can only guess, 
what it took to get to that point. Who can know? Who can 
understand, really, how all your efforts,  all your struggle,  all 
your fear and your danger, all your desperation, were, in the 
end, translated to the survival of your wife and child, and that 
stoppuhr, that gold stopwatch?

Who can assess its preciousness, its value? Who can put 
a price tag upon it? 

Who can even imagine it? 
Who can speculate on its origin and remain sane?
We are commanded, in Parashas K’doshim, to hold our 

parents in fearful reverence. That mandate is, indeed, the very 
first pronouncement that follows on the overall commandment 
to be holy, K’doshim tihyu. Absent that reverence, that awe, 
that appreciation, we cannot even begin to be a holy nation. 

Not every generation of parents faces the terrible tests and 

STOPPUHR
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challenges my parents did in providing life and sustenance 
for their children. Thank God for that. But in whatever form 
it takes, in whatever severity, the challenges of giving, and 
sustaining life are always great, in every generation. And one 
mandate in life, for those so sustained by the efforts and the 
sacrifices of their parents, is to understand and appreciate that 
effort, and to recognize that a portion of the reverence due the 
Creator is reassigned, by Him, to parents, who are His agents 
in this world. 

Be a holy nation, God declares, for I, God, am holy: let 
every person hold his parents in fearful awe. Without that you 
cannot aspire to holiness. 

There is much travail in this life. Without the efforts of 
our parents, we could not  survive. Without their example, we 
would not know how.

There is a beautiful, lyrical passage in the haftarah, (Amos 
9:13), that softens the prospect of the  ceaseless travail that is 
the human condition, and in particular, the historical Jewish 
condition, come “the end of days”:  הנה ימים באים

Behold the days are coming, declares the Lord, when the 
harvest will be so bountiful that the harvesters of the crop 
will still be busy gathering while the plowman is already 
preparing the field for the next season, when he who treads 
upon the grapes will be have so many grapes to crush that he 
will encounter, in the vineyards, the preparer of the next crop. 
The mountains will drip sweet wine, and the hard hills will 

soften to yield crops. 
And I will return the captivity of My people Israel, and 

they shall rebuild the desolate, destroyed cities and inhabit 
them. They will plant vineyards and drink their wine; they will 
make gardens and eat their fruit.

And I will plant them on their land. They will no longer be 
uprooted from their land, which I have given them, declares 
the Lord, your God.

This is God’s promise. In the end, He will lighten our 
burden, and the suffering of so many generations in providing 
sustenance will be replaced with the blessing of ease and  
plenty. And it will be in our own, restored, Land of Israel.

Meanwhile, we look at that stopwatch earned with blood 
and tears, that little diamond finally released from its hiding 
place in a hollow tooth, that old Twenty Dollar gold certificate 
issued by the U.S Treasury in 1922, we marvel at how 
unspeakably precious they are, we tremble with fearful awe 
and reverence for parents who somehow found the strength, 
and partnered with God Almighty to give us life, to sustain us, 
and to bring us to this day. 

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas K’doshim  5776 )חו״ל)
יום הזכרון 
ערב חג העצמאות למדינת ישראל
ירושלים עי״הק 

Yerucham Reich

One only has to take a glance at the Encyclopedia 
Talmudis’ entry of “Ahavas Yisroel” to perceive the 

length, breadth and overarching implications of one of the 
many important mitzvos mentioned  in this week’s Parsha- the 
command of V’ahavta L’rai’acha Komocha- you shall love 
your fellow as yourself.   

Just looking at the Rambam )Hilchos Avail 14, 1)  is 
telling enough in that so many of the common things we do, 
allow us to fulfill this mitzvah. 

The Rambam tells us that when we are Mevaker Cholim- 
visit the sick, or perform Nichum Availim- comfort the 
bereaved, we are performing this very mitzvah. When we, 
unfortunately, need to join in levayas Hameis- escorting 
the dead on their final journey, or help towards Hachnosas 
Kallah- marrying off a bride who needs and join in the happy 
ceremony of Simchas Chassan V’Kallah, we are fulfilling 
the mitzvah of Ve’ahavta L’raiachah Komocha. And even 

when we escort guests from our home, we are emulating this 
mitzvah too. All of these acts are under the special rubric of 
V’ahavta L’rai’acha Komocha.

Rabbi Akiva certainly understood this and conveyed the 
idea to us by simply yet emphatically stating that this mitzvah 
to be: Zeh Klal Gadol B’Torah- that these were the words 
which represented the basic principle of Jewish ethics and 
morality. 

The Encyclopedia Talmudis goes on to mention an 
interesting Ariza”l which tells us that when we come to daven 
in shul we should say the following words prior to Tefilla: 
Hareini mekabel olai mitzvas asei shel V’ahavta L’reiacha 
Komocha- I hereby accept upon myself the mitzvah of loving 
my fellow Jew.   

Why then? Why at this point is there a reason to specifically 
accept this mitzvah? 

Undoubtedly, I will not pretend that I can explain an 

WHY RAV MOSHE PRAYED FOR OTHERS
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel
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Yerucham Reich

PIRKEI AVOS
R’ Mendy Chazan

Ariz”l. However, there is a Teshuva from Rav Moshe Feinstein 
Zt”l in his Igros Moshe (Y.D. 4, siman 51) that brings forth 
a beautiful explanation that I think will lend insight to the 
Ariz”l’s pre-Tefilla suggestion. 

Rav Moshe was writing a treatise to explain the reason 
why he davens on behalf of those who ask him to do so. 

Many had come to him over the years asking, pleading 
for him to pray on their behalf for a refuah, for a yeshua, for 
children or they would ask for a route to a better livelihood. 
And he writes that he always acquiesced to their requests. 

He prayed for them, he davened for their needs even 
though, Rav Moshe writes about himself, that he felt unworthy 
of doing so. While they perceived him to be the Gadol Hador, 
he writes that he felt that not be true.

That being said, Rav Moshe felt he needed to explain 
why, even though he felt that he wasn’t worthy enough to pray 
on behalf of others, he did so anyways.

Rav Moshe cites Gemara after Gemara proving beyond a 
shadow of a doubt that if a person prays in a proper and just 
manner then he has no reason to think that his prayers won’t 
be listened to and answered. 

There’s a power of prayer that when we talk to Hashem, 
the words that emanate from our mouth in prayer go to and 
can be listened to by Hashem. And those words can possibly 
indeed be the reason that Hashem would send a refuah or 
Yeshua, parnassa or children. 

Therefore, writes Rav Moshe, logically we then Must 
pray for those who we know to need help. There is then an 
actual obligation to pray and be mispallel for someone who 

is in pain. 
Why the pressure to daven? What is the basis for this 

obligation? 
The source of this, Rav Moshe says, is the mitzvah of 

V’ahavta L’reiacha Komocha! For when we empathize 
with another person, when we care to open our eyes to see 
another’s pain and when we daven on behalf of another, that 
is the epitome and essence of V’ahavta L’Reiachah Komocha.  
Moreover, the reaching out on behalf of someone else could 
be the very reason why Hashem would accept this prayer to 
begin with.

It is for that reason that Rav Moshe writes that he davened 
and prayed on behalf of those who asked him to do so. It is 
the overarching mitzvah of V’ahavta L’Reiachah Komocha 
which is ubiquitously present that requires us to look out for 
one another. 

If I may suggest so, I believe Rav Moshe was opening the 
door of Tefilla to every one of us. One of the biggest challenges 
one can face when doing anything of significance is a feeling 
of inadequacy or ability to accomplish what one is trying to 
do. Yet, Rav Moshe is showing us, through his unbelievable 
knowledge of Shas and Poskim, that anyone who prays can 
and will have his prayers listened to. 

It matters. Hashem cares. You never know when it’s a 
good time to pray and therefore it is always a good time to 
connect and reach out for ourselves and especially for others. 

Because, ultimately it could make all the difference in the 
world.       

This week’s chapter of Pirkei Avos )2,9) describes the 
five students of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai. The Sifri 

compares Rabbi Yochanan ben Zakkai to Moshe Rabbeinu. 
Both of them lived for one hundred and twenty years and those 
years were divided in three corresponding parts: Moshe lived 
in Mitzraim for forty years, Midyan for another forty, and his 
final forty were spent leading the Jewish nation. Similarly, 
R’ Yochanan ben Zakkai spent forty years in business, forty 
years helping the chachomim, and for his last forty years he 
was the nassi.

There is another similarity between the two: Torah, 
referred to as Toras Moshe, is divided into five parts )as well 
as the luchos which had five commandments on each tablet), 
and each student of R’ Yochanan ben Zakkai represents a 

book of the Torah.
R’ Eliezer ben Hyrkanus – Beraishis: 
R’ Eliezer is sometimes referred to as R’ Eliezer Hagadol. 

The Gemorah in Brochos explains the “גדולה” in the pasuk 
הגדולה“ ה’   refers to the creation of the world, primarily ”לך 
explained in Sefer Bereishis.

R’ Yehoshua ben Chanania - Shemos:
The praise of R’ Yehoshua ben Chanania is “fortunate is 

she who gave birth to him”. The book of Shemos is the story 
of the birth of the Jewish nation. 

Additionally, R’ Yehoshua ben Chanania was often 
specifically chosen to debate the non-Jewish sages, since he 
had relatives in the government. Similarly, Moshe was able to 
debate Paroh because he grew up in the palace.
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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

[Note: The objective of this article is, as always, to remain 
completely apolitical. In no way, shape or form was there 
any intent or agenda to express leanings towards any side 
of the debates that constantly swirl around the subjects 
of Zionism, Israel, as well as how these forces relate to 
Orthodox Jews. If there are any inferences made towards 
either side I apologize for any misunderstanding as this 
is clearly not the forum or purpose for such discussion. 
As always feedback is encouraged and most welcome via 
email at Heshykahan@yahoo.com]

Q: Who decrees when a congregation should recite Hallel?

A: The Gamara1 states that the earlier prophets ordained that 
whenever there is a possible danger that the Jewish people are 
redeemed from then we should recite Hallel to rejoice over 
this redemption. Seemingly the establishment of the State 
that gave us back our homeland after 2000 years would be 
inclusive of such a moment.

Q: Has there been a previous instance prior to 1948 in 
which an entire group of people questioned whether or not 
it’s appropriate to say Hallel?

A: The Chidah was asked this question from a city who was 
in grave danger and saw salvation from a certain threat. They 
desired to have ten elders fast and then to say Hallel at night 
and again the next morning by shachris, and were wondering 
if this can be halachically sanctioned. 

Q: What was the response of the Chidah to this inquiry?

A: He first made mention how reciting Hallel at night was 
only authorized for one exception in all the holidays2 of klal 
yisroel and that is the night of Pesach. As far as reciting Hallel 
by day, he brings proof from two Rishonim as to why this too, 
should not be done;

1) When discussing that the prophets set the times to say 
Hallel after we were redeemed from each “tzarah” 

R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

R’ Rafi Mollot

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: RECITING HALLEL ON YOM HA’ATZMAUT

60 SECONDS OF TORAH: KEDOSHIM -- CARPE DIEM (SIEZE THE DAY) 

R’ Yoissi HaKohen – Vayikrah:
The book of Vayikra is called Toras Kohanim.
R’ Shimon ben Nesanel – Bamidbar:
The book of Bamidbar is also named Sefer Hapikudin-the 

book of countings. R’ Shimon ben Nesanel was praised for 
fearing sin. It wasn’t the consequence of the sin that he feared, 
but rather the sin itself. The way one reaches such a dread is 
by counting - constantly counting the days that are given to 

him to fulfil his mission in this world will ensure his success 
in utilizing his days to the fullest without the detriment of sin.

R’ Elazar ben Aruch – Devorim 
R’ Elazar ben Aruch is compared to an overflowing 

fountain. Moshe too, became a fount of ceaseless wisdom and 
prophecy after receiving the first four books from G-d, and he 
composed the book of Devarim himself. 

“You shall rise up before the aged, and honor the face 
of the elderly…” )VaYikra 19:32)

On a basic level, this verse commands that one pay certain 
respects to the aged and the elderly, such as standing in their 
presence or affording them other honors.

On a deeper level, this verse refers not only to the honors 
conferred upon another individual, but directs one’s behavior 
toward oneself. How so?

To “rise up before the aged” means that each person 
must elevate oneself while still young, utilizing one’s years 

of vitality to work on self-improvement and character 
refinement, growing in Torah wisdom and observance of the 
commandments, building one’s relationship with God and 
with one’s fellow man. In that way, one “honors” one’s old 
age, reaching one’s golden years in a state of refinement, 
holiness, and great personal achievement.

May we merit to actualize every opportunity of life to 
achieve our boundless potential for greatness!

Based on Shla”h, Parshas Kedoshim 
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60 SECONDS OF TORAH: KEDOSHIM -- CARPE DIEM (SIEZE THE DAY) 

R’ Heshy Kahan

)calamity), Rashi3 says two important words...a 
tzarah similar “to that of Chanukah”. Says the Chidah 
that this teaches us that Hallel was set to be said only 
when saved from a danger such as was similar to 
Chanukah. This would be a danger posed to all of klal 
yisroel and not just an individual city, country etc. 

2) The Rosh and the Rif, two of our foremost eminent 
halachic authorities don’t bring down the statement of 
saying Hallel )when redeemed from a danger) in their 
halachic commentary. As the Rif only mentions laws 
that are relevant to contemporary times4 (meaning 
post destruction of the second temple), and since all 
Jews have been dispersed in exile, there is no single 
salvation that effects all of klal yisroel at a given 
time. This is all the more telling from our storied 
history in where there is unfortunately no shortage 
of tumultuous and precarious moments in which we 
were saved from. It seems Hallel was not set when 
we received salvation from these many instances as 
it was not all of the Jews that were saved but merely 
certain particular cities, countries etc.

Q: If we are taking this barometer of only saying Hallel 
when a deliverance affects all of  klal yisroel then why 
would we say Hallel on Chanukah, since it was known that 
at the time of the miracle much of klal yisroel was living 
in the diaspora?

A:  The answer that is given5 is that since the miracle of 
Chanukah was appended to the Bais Hamikdash, that would 
be something that affects worldwide Jewry. As each individual 
of klal yisroel is very much connected and affected by the 
Bais Hamikdash.

Q: Would saying Hallel on Yom Ha’atzmot fall into the 
above mentioned criteria?

A: Since the right to statehood:

A) was not achieved for all of klal yisroel but rather for 
only for the 30 percent of all Jewry who live there 

B) did not bring any redemption of the Bais Hamikdash

one would not be in any enlisted categories of which allows 
Hallel to be recited.

Q: May one claim that when something transpires for the 
Jews of Eretz Yisroel then that would be tantamount to 
affecting all of klal yisroel?

A: One may advance such a position based on the Gemara6 
that states that if bais din gives an incorrect verdict and “all 
of klal yisroel” sins because of this misunderstanding so they 
must bring a sacrifice as an atonement for this. The Gemara 
continues that “all of klal yisroel” is going on those who 
reside in Eretz Yisroel. While the correlation of  this “all” to 
that of “all of klal yisroel going through a tzarah” stated by the 
recitation of Hallel may seem cogent, the poskim nonetheless 
say otherwise. This is because there are many other instances 
in which it says “all” and it does not refer to a Jewish minority 
residing in Eretz Yisroel. Such cases are:

	the halachos relevant to Yovel are only applied if 
majority of all the Jews in the world are in Eretz 
Yisroel and not just 30% 

	hilchos Challah is applicable only when everyone lives 
in Eretz Yisroel and not just a minority percentage

Q: Although the deliverance did not happen to all Jews, 
nor was it Bais Hamikdash related, shouldn’t one at least 
say Hallel because of the magnitude of the miracle that 
transpired for the Israeli military?

A: When Chazal were koveah Hallel on the miracle of 
Chanukah it was over the burning of one day’s oil for eight 
consecutive nights. It is brought down7 that the reason why 
nothing was prescribed over the military victory as well 
was because Hallel is only said after the deliverance of a 
supernatural miracle such as the burning of the oil and not the 
more plausible possibility of the few overpowering the many 
in combat.8 Therefore, the military might that was experienced 
would not be enough to require the recitation of Hallel.

Q: While this discussion may seem objectively fair from 
an “outsider” perspective, is there any source from the 
Israeli Rabbinic leadership that may be more conscious to 
the question of saying Hallel on Yom Ha’atzmot?

A: In an extensive essay on this particular question, former 
Rishon L’tzion Sephardic Cheif Rabbi Chacham R’ Ovadia 
Yosef zt”l9 stated that we see something very important from 
the poskim10 in discussing the obligation to recite Gomel 
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after one passes through a particular danger. One becomes 
obligated only when he is completely out of the specific peril 
and is not even partially entrenched in the danger anymore. 
Says R’ Ovadia, a country that is still dealing with various, 

•	 threats 

•	 missile attacks 

•	 acts of terrorism 

as well as experiencing such spiritual degradation in the form 
of,

•	 chilul Shabbos 

•	 opposition to kashrus11  

•	 anti-Torah sentiment 

can in no way be considered totally out of danger to warrant 
the recital of Hallel. Additionally, the date of the 5th of 
Iyar carries very little miraculous history. As immediately 
following the declaration of statehood, an actual war broke 
out.12 So ironically not only was it not the end of any tzoros 
for klal yisroel, it seemed to be just the beginning. 

Q: If saying Hallel with a b’racha is not warranted on 
Yom Ha’atzmot, should one recite it without a b’racha and 
thereby be able to fulfill both sides of this discussion?

A: To this R’ Ovadia states that although the one of the 
Rishonim  says that one may say Hallel without a b’racha 
for a local salvation, nonetheless we do not follow that view. 
Secondly, since the order of tefillah that was ordained has 
very specific nuances both realized and understood as well as 
kabbalistic and hidden, one should therefore not tamper with 
this arrangement whatsoever. He does conclude however, that 
if one desires to express the much understood joy of having 
a place designated for Jews to live he may recite Hallel after 
davaning is completed and without a b’racha as that would 
not be compromising on any other tefillos. This seems to be 
the practice of many Shuls in Eretz Yisroel and around the 
world.

FOOTNOTES

1. Pesachim 117a
2. This includes Rosh Chodesh and  Chanukah as well. On Purim 

we don’t say Hallel at all in due to the fact that the Megillah is 
said in it’s stead

3. Pesachim 117a D”h V’al Kol Tzarah V’Tzarah
4. Hence the Rif does not bring down the laws relating to kod-

shim as they are unfortunately not applicable as long as the Bais 
Hamikdash has not been rebuilt

5. See Get Mekushar for a list of who holds of the following logic
6. In Mesechta Horiyos
7. Maratz Chiyus on Mesechta Shabbos
8. See Ran in Chulin who claims it to be very possible for three 

strong men to chase away a few hundred cowards. This is evi-
dent from the introductory courses given at West Point in which 
every cadet must study in depth the strategies and concepts be-
hind Israel’s victory in the 1967 six day war as although there 
were clear and open miracles preformed the world still views it 
as smart military planning.

9. In Sh”ut Yabia Omer 6:41
10. See Ateres Zikainim for elaboration
11. One need not go further then the stores in Tel Aviv that are 

opened on Shabbos selling “bassar lavan” )pork) to all willing 
patrons

12. Similar to the War that broke out only after we declared our 
independence in 1776. As immediately after signing the Dec-
laration of Independence the French entered that war as they 
had been providing aid to the Americans since 1776. In fact 
it was only on February 1778 that America and France signed 
a treaty of friendship and commerce and another of alliance. 
The treaty of alliance was only to come into effect if Britain 
and France were at war, giving the French control over when 
the alliance would come into effect. The French agreed not to 
make peace until American independence was achieved, and 
both sides agreed not to make peace without the approval of the 
other. Hence in actuality Independence came with very little 
tranquility indeed.

13. So while one may make an argument to say Hallel on Yom 
Yerushalayim, saying on Yom Ha’atzmot is not in sync with a 
true historical moment of celebration

14. The M’iri 

R’ Heshy Kahan
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In this week’s perasha we are told about being holy, yet 
to give a definition of holiness is not so simple. On the 

one hand the Talmud )Yevamot 20a) conveys to us that 
sanctifying oneself means forbidding to yourself even that 
which is permitted to you. In fact Rabbi Moshe Chaim 
Luzatto )1707-1746) in his famed work, Mesillat Yesharim 
)Chapter 13) writes on the virtue of abstinence as being the 
road to piety. He expresses that one who delves into the 
matter will discover that there are three distinct levels. There 
are actual prohibitions from the Torah, there are restrictions 
deemed as fences around those prohibitions enacted by our 
Sages to help prevent transgressing the Torah laws, and then 
there are restrictions or self imposed separations targeted by 
the individual on himself, building fences of protection where 
he is specifically weak. It means that there needs to be a level 
of separation between him and indulgence, even indulgence 
which is permissible.

Yet, accepting this understanding in totality is very hard. 
The reason why this definition of holiness as abstinence and 
separation is difficult to understand is because this week’s 
perasha also delineates the proper way of interacting with 
others as a path to holiness. Obviously this entails a life 
which is not secluded and solitary from the world, but rather 
a life which is involved in the world. Also there are many 
mitzvot which are performed with the explicit description of 
holiness and involve interaction with physical pleasure and 
other human beings. For example, there is Shabbat Kodesh, 
which has a mitzvah attached to it of Oneg Shabbat, such as 
partaking of festive meals. There is also the mitzvah such 
as loving our neighbor like ourselves )Kedoshim 19:18), 
which indicates interaction with others as opposed to making 
partitions from them.

So what exactly is holiness? Is it a solitary confinement 
made by a self imposed exile from the world or is it our 
immersion within it?

To answer this question, it is incumbent upon us to look 
back at last week’s perasha to an interesting verse which 
concludes the description of beautiful clothing that Aharon 
the Kohen Gadol wore.  The verse ends by stating “and 
Aharon did as Hashem commanded” )Acharei Mot 16:34). 
Rashi )1040-1105) states The Torah mentions this in order to 
praise Aharon, for he did not wear these vestments for his own 
honor, he wore them only to honor the decree of Hashem.

This Rashi is so striking, because it gets to the heart 
of every Jew’s objective and allows us to view a practical 
vantage point of our query. A Jew must have enjoyment in 
this world; actually he is commanded on many occasions to 

do so. Yet, the fundamental aspect of the enjoyment is not the 
pleasure itself, but through the use of the pleasure to come 
closer to Hashem and fulfill His Will as Aharon did. When a 
Jew brings in the Shabbat, the entire aura around him is filled 
with holiness, yet all of this is not for the food or physical 
pleasure alone, it is instead to utilize it as a vehicle to praise 
ad give thanks to his Creator.

The process of satisfying our desires, yet doing so as a 
way to connect to Hashem means that we are not immersed 
completely within the world with no other purpose than just 
this world alone. It means that we are immersed in it, but not 
lost in it. The abstinence that we are discussing is the way we 
as individuals refrain from getting lost within the pleasures 
of this world alone with nothing else. It is as a way setting 
a compass of serving a higher purpose. It is about finding a 
balanced middle road, without getting so caught up in the 
extremes of everything around you.

From a practical stand point, the roll of moderation for a 
Jew can help him as a stratagem to finding this middle golden 
road. 

The Rambam )1135-1204) in his Shemoneh Perakim, 
introduction to Pirkei Avot, writes )Chapter Four/Five) about 
the importance of finding a middle road through life. He 
explains that every extreme characteristic within a person is 
his opportunity to find equanimity by approaching it from its 
opposite extreme.  His words are not only in direct tandem 
with Rabbi Moshe Chaim Luzzato’s statement that we stated 
earlier about an individual putting restriction on himself, but 
source as well. Let us explain – if a person has an issue with 
being a spendthrift, not understanding the value of money, 
what should he do? A person like this should take an extreme 
approach of putting a self imposed restriction on himself to 
not spend money on anything other than his basic needs. He 
should do this until he slowly can be acclimated to spend in 
a moderate healthy way. It means that he takes an opposite 
extreme to his problem in order to find the middle road. 
Another person may have a problem of over indulgence with 
food, what should he do? He should take an extreme approach 
of not indulging at all, until he can control his perspective on 
eating and find a middle ground. This process should be applied 
to all aspects of life. It means to “separate” and “abstain” from 
the extreme of one side completely, until he can engage the 
world in a moderate way that is fulfilling. Via the vantage 
point of the Rambam we get a different point of view on how 
we view what is conventionally understood as holy behavior. 
Ask most people on what conduct describes holiness and you 
may get those that take upon themselves fasts, or take to vows 
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PARSHAS KEDOSHIM; TRUE LOVE AND CHESED
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

The Torah commands us in this week’s Parsha, “V’ahavta 
lireiacha komocha” Love thy friend as thyself. The 

Gemara relates how someone came to Hillel and asked him 
to teach him the Torah while standing on one foot. Hillel 
answered him, “What you don’t want done to you, don’t do 
to others”. Rashi explains that he was in essence telling him 
“V’ahavta lireiacha komocha”. 

What is puzzling though is why Hillel didn’t quote the 
actual posuk, which commands us in a positive way to love 
our friends. Instead, Hillel translated it in a passive way, avoid 
doing anything you don’t want done to you. 

My Rosh HaYeshiva, Rav Binyomin Paler ZT”L, 
explained that in order to truly be able to love your friend as 
yourself, one must first learn Torah. Such selfless behavior to 
become as one unit with your friend can only be accomplished 
through the Torah. This person who came to Hillel had not yet 
accepted the Torah and Mitzvos upon himself and therefore 
Hillel had to explain it in terms he could relate to.

We are commanded to love our friend as if he were you. 
This shouldn’t be confused with loving your friend as if you 
were him. There is a big difference between the two. To love 
your friend as if you were him, means you agree to love your 

friend and do everything as if you were doing it for yourself. 
But that has a limitation. If there is something that doesn’t 
interest you, you won’t go out of your way to do it for him. 

But if you must love your friend as yourself, means you 
must consider your friend’s needs as your own. Whatever he 
wants is as if you want. Now if he needs something, even if it 
doesn’t interest you, you must provide it and love him on his 
level, with his needs and desires in mind. 

Only through learning Torah and doing Mitzvos can we 
truly become selfless and understand what our friends and 
neighbors truly need, without seeing ourselves in them. 

We find a similar concept as well in regards to doing 
Chesed. In Parshas Shemini the Torah mentions one of the 
types of prohibited birds which is called the “Chasida” – the 
righteous bird, thus called, says Rashi, because this bird deals 
kindly with her peers )chavrose’ha), and helps them sustain 
themselves with food. 

One would assume that an animal’s kashrus or lack 
thereof would have some connection with the behavior and 
characteristics of the animal. Yet if so, why is the aptly-named 
chasida counted among the fowl of which we may not partake? 

The Chidushei Ha-Rim of Gur zt”l, explains that the 

of silence, or wear shrouds. Yet, the Rambam is telling us that 
holiness is not manifested by those actions alone. It means that 
one who takes upon himself to fast, to vows of silence, or to 
wearing shrouds, should be taking these extremes to find the 
middle ground, and not because those actions themselves are 
deemed holy! It is because the areas where they are personally 
weak in are over indulgence in food, speaking too much or 
gossiping, and being overly vain. 

Another interesting point on this subject can be learned 
from the Talmud )Berachot 8a) where it discusses the forms 
of death which would be most harsh and the forms of death 
which would be most peaceful. The harshest is called askera 
and the most serene is called neshika. The Talmud then 
explains that the harshest form of death, askera, is comparable 
to thorns being caught in a ball of a yarn, which is very 
difficult to extract. The most peaceful form of death, neshika, 
is comparable to a hair being lifted from milk, which is easily 
removed.

Rabbi Eliyahu E. Dessler )1892-1953) conveys that this 

Talmudic analogy is quite applicable to us in arranging our 
perspective. A person immersed in this world, living only for 
this world, grows to be so tangled up in everything here solely, 
that it becomes like thorns caught in a ball of yarn when it is 
time to leave, and it is difficult to extricate him from it. 

On the other hand, a righteous person is also immersed in 
the world, but his existence is to serve a higher purpose. So 
ultimately, he realizes that his time here to serve this objective 
is temporary and when his time comes to pass on, he is more 
capable of accepting it. At the end, he is removed from this 
world like a strand of hair from milk, recognizing his move 
to the next world is the move to the world of truth, which he 
endeavored all his life towards.

Holiness is a state of mind that manifests itself in our 
outlook. It is about recognizing our overall purpose and about 
being cognizant of our individual flaws.

We each have the opportunity to be holy; the main task is 
in setting the path that will lead us there. 
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chasida’s fault is that she performs kindness only with 
chavrose’ha – her friends, to the exclusion of others. 
Exclusive kindness and peer-favoritism is not the correct way 
to do Chesed. Such kindness is self-serving. We are taught to 
provide what others need, not what feels good for ourselves. 

In our Parsha the Torah refers to the prohibited relationship 
between a brother and sister as “Chesed Hu”. Rashi says 
the word Chesed here means a disgrace. But the Ramban 
maintains that here too the word Chesed refers to righteous 
behavior. 

Perhaps we can explain this as above. Chesed is when 
we do for others. When the intention is to serve the other’s 
needs, and to consider your friend as yourself then this action 
becomes commendable and righteous. On the other hand 
when Chesed is performed in a self-serving fashion and to 
fulfill one own needs then this same action of Chesed is a 
disgrace. 

Recently a friend mentioned a story which brings out 
this lesson beautifully. A Chasidishe family unfortunately 
had to spend Yom Kippur in John Hopkins Medical Center 
in Maryland, due to an illness of one of their children. Their 

Erev Yom Kippur seuda was well provided for at the hospital 
by the Baltimore Bikur Cholim, as well as from family and 
friends. Suddenly in middle of their meal, someone arrived at 
their room and delivered a package. They curiously opened 
the bag to see what and who sent them something at this time. 

Tears welled up in the father’s eyes as he opened the 
bag and found warm “kreplach” for his family. For those not 
familiar, many have a minhag ,especially chasidim, to eat 
“kreplach”  )small dumplings filled with ground meat), on 
Erev Yom Kippur. Obviously, being holed up in the hospital, 
they were happy to be able to eat kosher food. The furthest 
thing on their mind was to have their kreplach. But there was 
a yungerman in Baltimore that understood the true meaning of 
Chesed. Although it was most certainly not his own minhag 
to eat kreplach, he understood how important it was to a 
chasiieshe person who does have this minhag. Therefore he 
went out of his way on a busy Erev Yom Kippur to send that 
family what they would enjoy. V’ahavta lireiacha komocha”. 
Love them for what they need. Try to understand what they 
would enjoy and fulfill that need. That is true Chesed. 

In last week’s parshah, the pasuk says )18:3-5): Ki’maaseh 
Eretz Mitzrayim asher yi’shav’tem ba lo saasu, u’ki’maaseh 

Eretz Canaan asher ani mei’vi eschem sha’mah lo saasu; Like 
the practice of the land of Egypt in which you dwelled, do 
not do; and like the practice of the land of Canaan to which 
I bring you, do not do. The Torah then moves on to the topic 
of forbidden relationships – arayos. One cannot help but 
wonder what the Torah is telling us. Are we not to perform 
certain aveiros, such as arayos, only because that is how these 
nations behave? What is the Torah adding with these pesukim? 
Chasam Sofer and S’fas Emes explain that the pesukim 
are not forbidding those acts that we know to be aveiros. 
Rather, the pesukim here are addressing our general lifestyle. 
The Mitzriyim and the Canaanim had one thing in mind: 
Themselves. They ran after their desires. Do not be like them. 
Rather, do as the pesukim conclude (ani Hashem Elokeichem, 
va’chai ba’hem); connect with Hashem Elokeichem, whether 
you are involved in the mundane or with mitzvos. Va’chai 
ba’hem - Live with my Torah. Allow the Torah to become your 
life, or rather your lifestyle.

This week’s parshah begins, “Kedoshim tih’yu: You shall 
be holy.” According to R’ Moshe Feinstein, this is an obligation 

upon every Jew to know that he has kedushas Yisroel and is 
therefore responsible to act a certain way. Indeed, in every 
berachah recited before performing a mitzvah, we say asher 
kidishanu bemitzvosav. Kedoshim tiyhu – Know that you are 
holy. And let that knowledge be demonstrated through your 
lifestyle.

Kedoshim tihyu, ki kadosh Ani Hashem…, You shall be 
holy, for I Hashem am holy. The meforshim all grapple with 
this. How can we relate to Hashem’s kedushah? Rav Gifter 
explains that we must emulate Hashem’s relationship with the 
physical world – with gashmiyus. Hashem, kavyachol, is not 
influenced at all by the physical world; to the contrary, He 
influences, shapes, and molds the physical world. We must 
emulate this. Physicality should not influence us – should 
not be in control of us. We must be in control of the physical 
world. Yes, there is a wonderful world to enjoy and we should 
enjoy it, but we should be in control of it. We should be able to 
say no, when we must say no, and we should mold and shape 
our usage of the physical world into a spiritual pursuit. The 
Epyptians and Canaanites were not in control of their desires. 
Their desires controlled them. The pasuk tells us not to be 
like that. Use the physical world but do not lead that sort of 
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lifestyle.
R’ Moseh Feinstein explains that kedushah means to be 

able to conduct oneself in a manner contrary to his natural 
desire. Hashem initially wanted to create the world with 
midas hadin, the strict attribute of justice. However, upon 
realizing that the world could not exist that way, He added the 
attribute of mercy and deals with the world in a merciful way. 
Ki kadosh Ani Hashem. Hashem is the Attribute of Mercy.  
Hashem is saying “My will – kavyachol, My natural desire 
– is to run the world with justice, but I conduct myself with 
mercy – I conduct myself in a manner that runs counter to that 

desire. You too should conduct yourself in a manner that runs 
counter to your natural desires. One is naturally pulled to the 
physical world. Be kadosh. Learn how to conduct yourself 
in a manner that runs counter to your natural desires. Learn 
to pursue spirituality and to use this world as a means to that 
end. And with time, and through learning Hashem’s Torah 
– which is the only antidote for the yetzer hara – you will 
soon naturally desire spirituality rather than physicality. Your 
lifestyle will change from one which demonstrates the pursuit 
of fleeting pleasure to one which demonstrates the pursuit of 
connecting to Hashem both in this world and the next. 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald


